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I'm so excited that you've chosen Rabbit Trails through History to

use in your homeschool! This curriculum is a Unit Study inspired,

relaxed curriculum for all elementary grades. What this means is

that it's not designed to have lots of busy work. It's designed to

provide quality literature to your children, hands on activities,

opportunities for copywork, artist studies, and other means to learn

fun and enriching history material.

Rabbit Trails through History was created with homeschooling

adventures in mind. Not only will you be learning history, but your

children will go on a journey through amazing books while gaining

historical knowledge about the world around them. This curriculum

is meant to be used on your child's level. It's not meant to have

boxes checked off each day, but to do what works for your unique

family. When it comes to copywork and writing, there are

suggestions given, but take what you need and leave the rest. If

your child isn't at the level of the suggestions, then create what

works for them. Same thing if they're capable of beyond what is

recommended. Make this curriculum your own! 

A lot of families enjoy studying history chronologically. As you

learn about Inventors, feel free to create a timeline. You can do this

in your child's notebook, on multiple pieces of paper displayed in

your school room, or even on butcher paper to have lots of room to

include illustrations. We also have timeline cards available in our

shop. Add the dates these key figures were born, inventions were

made, etc. This is another tool to help your child understand the

concept of time, when all of these people were around, and when

events took place. Keep it fun and stress-free!

how to use this curriculum



I encourage you to enjoy reading as many of the books listed in this

curriculum as you can! Quality literature is the framework of this

curriculum. However, don't become overwhelmed with purchasing

these books if you don't have the means. Many can be found at

libraries, on used book websites, etc. The books listed in the Rabbit

Trails and Library Lists are just suggestions. Use what books you

have on hand or find at your own library on the topic! If you do

choose to buy all of the books, you can access many in my shop

(click here to be directed to my shop).

As you may have noticed, this curriculum does not include any kind

of workbook for your children to work in. This was designed to all

be done in a notebook. You may choose a standard, wide ruled

notebook, a blank journal, or sketchbook without lines. Feel free to

use whatever method works best for you and your child. 

notebook style curriculum
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the
lesson

Start by reading The Warlord's Kites by Virginia

Walton Pilegard. Many of the things we use

everyday were first developed in Ancient China.

work
copy

"It is a press, certainly, but a press from which shall

flow in inexhaustible streams through it, God will

spread His Word. A spring of truth shall flow from it:

like a new star it shall scatter the darkness of

ignorance, and cause a light heretofore unknown to

shine amongst men." -Johannes Gutenberg

And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit,

which is the word of God. -Ephesians 6:17

God was certainly responsible for inspiring Gutenberg in this

endeavor. Because of his work, Martin Luther was able to usher in the

Protestant Revolution, getting the printed word of God into the hands

of more than just the clergy.

These early inventions paved the way for more advanced versions

of the originals. Ancient China brought us the first eyeglasses,

paper, and early printed documents! Can you imagine a world

without paper or books?

Having these inventions led to more innovations, even in this

period. Possibly the most impactful invention in the world was the

invention of the (moveable-type) printing press by Johann

Gutenberg in 1450. Gutenberg's printing press gave the world the

first mass-produced copies of the Bible, or portions thereof,

making the Bible available to more people. What an important

step in furthering the work of God on Earth! 
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Before the invention of the printing press, books,

pamphlets, and signs had to be written by hand. Early

presses used a type of stamp carved into wood, cork,

or clay. Gutenberg's press used moveable type, 

or individual letter, number, and symbol stamps made of metal that

were put into frames and could be rearranged easily. Try making

your own pamphlet, poster, or sign using rubber alphabet stamps

and a stamp pad.

Supplies Needed:

-Alphabet/numeric rubber stamps

-Paper or poster

-Stamp pad

-Rubber bands or tape to secure the stamps together for your

moveable-type

some
fun
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rabbit
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Let's learn more about

inventions from the Middle

Ages. Start with

Johann Gutenberg and the

Amazing Printing Press

by Bruce Koscielniak.

The Story of Paper

by Ying Chang Compestine

Check out Netflix Jr's Great Innovators:

"Gutenberg and the Printing Press," by

StoryBots on YouTube for a fun

explanation of the printing press.
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https://www.amazon.com/Bruce-Koscielniak/e/B001ITX87E/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1


list...
LibraryChanticleer and the Fox

by Geoffrey Chaucer

National Geographic Readers:

Ibn al-Haytham: The Man

Who Discovered How we See

by Libby Romero

How Do You Know

What Time It Is?

by Robert E. Wells 
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-Make your own paper using things you have at home such as scrap
paper, old newspaper, or junk mail, and a blender, a rolling pin, dish
towels, and a cookie sheet.

-Geoffrey Chaucer is known as the father of modern poetry. Read his
poem Good Counsel Of Chaucer Poem. What advice does Chaucer
give?

-Study the painting Johannes Gutenberg and the Printing Press by
Francesco Loli. What are some tools they used in their work with the
printing press? Start an art collection. You can choose to print copies of
the artwork or try recreating them.

-Windmills were invented in the Middle Ages. Make your own
windmill and learn how they work.

-Make a stained glass art project using tissue paper and clear contact
paper. Display it on a window.

-Functional buttons and buttonholes began being used in the 13th
century in Germany. Previously they were just decorative. Learn how
to sew on a button.

The first mechanical clocks were invented in Europe in the 14th
century. Practice telling time on an analog clock. 

more
ideas...
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